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Abstract Body : Introduction Hemorheology is the study of flow properties of blood and the components (plasma, red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets). Blood viscosity is
determined by plasma viscosity, hematocrit and mechanical behaviour of red blood cells leading to the mechanics of these cells being the major determinant of flow properties of blood [1].
However, blood does not behave like tissue on MR scan due to physiologic feature of maximizing oxygen transport. There is a close correlation between the rheologic and MR properties of
protein molecules. The high concentration of intracellular hemoglobin is actually at a physiologic limit. Despite this high concentration, the lack of organelles and other macromolecular
features of nucleated cells ensure blood's low viscosity and apparent magnetization transfer rates (RAMT) which was achieved with the use of magnetization transfer studies [2]. This
demonstrates the importance of developing a model for mapping the viscosity-dependent NMR signal for hemorheology. Methods Above the normal intracellular hemoglobin concentration,
viscosity rises very steeply and thus interferes with blood circulation. In fact, increased viscosity has been found to be lead to decreased mobility of the hemoglobin molecule; manifesting in
increased RAMT and T2 relaxation rate [2]. Hence, we shall develop a viscosity-dependent transverse magnetization due to blood spin dynamics based on the time-independent Bloch
NMR flow equation [3]. If the spin dynamics is within a rotating frame, then resonance condition exists at Larmor frequency [3]. From the NMR Bloch flow equations (My is the
transverse magnetization), equation of motion of the spins moving with a variable velocity v(x) is given by eqn (1). If the RF field B1(x) is applied such that My is sampled at maximum
magnitude, M0 ≈ 0; since rheology is concerned with fluids with variable viscosity and if we then take v(x) as the mean flow velocity with  x being the characteristic length of the blood
vessel, assuming eqn (2) is true and given that δ = pulse time, Re = Reynolds number, μ = dynamic viscosity, β = dimensionless parameter while ρ = density of blood. Eqn (2) becomes eqn
(3) whose solution is given in eqn (4) (where β = RAMTT2 and C1 is a constant). Results We have applied the result obtained in equation (5) to unclotted blood samples with intact red
blood cells. The NMR properties of these samples as related to blood rheology have been measured in earlier study [2] and are presented in Table 1. We developed a Mathematica (version
9) computer code for mapping the transverse magnetization of the components and the associated flow velocity. Using experimental ranges of viscosity in human blood flow [4] and Table
1, we have the maps in Figure 1 for low Reynolds number (Re = 10).          Discussion and Conclusion We have developed a model in which My is obtained in terms of blood rheological
parameters. With this model, different flow regimes could be obtained for various levels of viscosity and hence, different shear forces. This is demonstrated in the unique patterns shown in
Figure 1. In conclusion, ease with which images of rheological flow could be obtained is the most interesting part of this study. The influence of turbulent flows can be easily obtained by
simply changing the values of the Reynolds number in the computer program. 
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